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Deans' vote
for council
questioned
by Catherine Hoehn
staff reporter

A recommendation which
would reduce administrative
control in deciding the undergraduate curriculum has been
met by opposition from some
administrators.
The recommendation by some
faculty members included retracting the dean's voting rights
within the Undergraduate Council.
Eloise Clark, vice president of
Academic Affairs, believes the
deans are central contributors to
the council meetings and should
therefore be able to vote on the
council.
"The deans represent their
colleges to the council. They
have influence outside the college, and outside the University.
I'm in favor of them retaining
their roles as voting members,
Clark said.
In an appeal that went before
the Faculty Senate at its January meeting, Ronald Hartley, a
management information
systems professor, and four
other faculty members stated
"it would be our recommendation that all voting mem-

bers of UGC be faculty member,
and that these members represent a true cross-section of the
entire faculty."
According to the proposal,
which will be voted on Feb. 16 at
the Faculty Senate meeting, the
deans would become ex-officio
members, acting as advisors to
the Council.
The Undergraduate Council,
made up of 27 members, including faculty, deans and two students, has various tasks including approving new academic
Erograms, establishing regulaons and ensuring the evaluation of undergraduate academic
programs.
The proposal, initiated by
Hartley, asked for the revision of
the By-Laws Charter governing
both the Faculty Senate and Undergraduate Council. Because
both institutions are under the
same charter, the Faculty Senate has the power to amend its
constitution, influencing the Undergraduate Council.
According to Norman Ecker.
MIS professor who also signed
the appeal, the council should
strictly be "a faculty body with
the faculty providing information to the administration."

BG News/Brad Phalin

Lonely opener
University President Paul Olscamp was greeted by an empty room at
his first open forum yesterday afternoon. One student. Terry Mann

(left), and another student who didn't stay long, were the only participants.
D See Olscamp, page 3.

D See Faculty, page 4.

Reagan seeks contra aid Suicide try thwarted
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan told
congressional leaders yesterday he will seek $36.25
million in mostly non-lethal aid to Nicaraguan rebels, with $3.6 million of it set aside for arms and
ammunition but held in abeyance pending a ceasefire.
Under the plan, Reagan would issue a certification on Marcn 31 as to whether a cease-fire was in
effect between the contra rebels and the leftist
Sandinista government of Nicaragua and whether
other conditions had been met.
"If there is no cease-fire in place, then I would
assume the president would feel the pressure has
got to continue to be applied for release of further
military assistance," House Republican leader
Robert Michel of Illinois told reporters.
The aid package is designed to keep the contras
supplied for four months. At one time. Secretary of

•ate George Shultz had said the administration
planned to seek $270 million to cover an 18-month
period.
"Now that it's down to proportion, we've got
Sood grounds to sell the (House) membership, pary on the basis of what happens in a worst-case
scenario when it goes down, Michel said. "You
cannot divorce that issue from presidential politics
in this country as we go into another election."
The administration maintains that continued
support of the contras is needed to keep the Sandinistas from consolidating a base for the spread of
communism in Central America.
Reagan outlined the package at a meeting with
Republican congressional leaders and a later session with House and Senate leaders from both parties. The president, who will formally unveil his
proposal today, declined to discuss the issue with
reporters.

by Rebecca Thomas
staff reporter

A 19-year-old Delta, Ohio, resident threw a chair through an
llth-floor window of Offenhauer
West Monday night in an attempt to jump out, according to
Lt. David Weekley, campus
police patrol supervisor.
The man, who is not a University student, was upset over
an incident involving his girlfriend, a University student,
when the suicide attempt took
place, Weekley said.
At about 8 p.m., the victim

Snow policy examined
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter
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BG News/Mark Thalman
Janet Young, junior elementary education major (left), and Jeanne
Schmidt, freshman physical therapy major, battle heavy winds and
drifting snow on their way from Kreischer Quadrangle to class. Today, partly c|oudy skies and continued cold temperatures are expected with a high of 15 degrees.

Wednesday
DScholarship set up in student's memory, see story page 3.
DOhio Eminent Scholar sets up his
lab at the University, see story page 4.
DEIderly live comfortably in nursing
home, see story page 5.
DBC's basketball teams take to the
hardwood in hopes of bagging Bobcats,
see stories page 8.

Students needing to know if
classes will be canceled because of inclement weather
can find the procedure for
cancellation on page six of the
University telephone directoryAccording to the guidelines,
"the decision to cancel classes in the event of weather
rests with the University's
central administration."
If the decision to cancel is
made, it will be conveyed
through the University's office of public relations. Fact
Line, area radio and television stations including
WBGU-FM, WFAL-AM,
WBGU-TV Channel 27, and
channels 11, 13 and 24 in
Toledo are then notified.
These mediums will have
the information, barring any
complication, by 7 a.m. the

day of the cancellation. If a
later storm occurs, the cancelling of afternoon or evening classes will be made by 5
p.m.
Even if classes are canceled, University employees
must report to their jobs unless a specific announcement
cancelling work schedules is
announced, state the guidelines in the telephone directoryBill Bess, director of public
safety, said classes were last
canceled two years ago.
He said it is very rare for
the University to cancel
pi accoc

"If we are able to get the
campus and city fairly
cleared then there will be
classes," he said. "Because
of the large number of students and faculty who live
right here in the city, we feel
if these road conditions are
fair then we can hold classes.
Q See Snow, page 4.

threw a chair through a window
on the south side of the residence
hall and was standing in the
window ledge when Joette Siertle, assistant hall director for
Offenhauer West, talked him out
of the attempt, Weekley said.
Following the incident, Link
staff members arrived at the residence hall to speak to the victim, Weekley said. An officer
transport was then requested to
accompany the man to the Link
office, 525 Pike Street.
Weekley said staff members
from the Wood County Mental
Health Center were called to
help, but the weather prevented
them from being present.

"The man did talk on the
phone at length to professionals
from Wood County Mental
Health Center, who determined
that it was not necessary for the
man to be taken to a mental
health facility and that he could
be released to his parents," he
said.
The victim's parents picked
him up at The Link around midnight and took him home, Weekley said.
The man was not arrested, but
will be responsible for paying
any damages to the window, he
said. Police have no plans to
press charges at this time.

Hearings begin
to stop merger
WASHINGTON (AP) - Baby-food and juice company executives
defended their use of glass containers yesterday on economic and
other grounds, as a federal judge began hearings on the government's bid to block the merger of two of the nation's largest glass
container companies.
The Federal Trade Commission is seeking a preliminary injunction to temporarily prevent Owens-Illinois Inc. and a subsidiary, BI
Acquisition Corp., from completing a proposed merger with Brockway Inc.
the agency says the merger might violate federal antitrust laws
by substantially reducing competition in the manufacture and sale
of glass containers.
Charles Jones, director of purchasing for the Beech Nut Nutrition
Corp., told U.S. District Judge Joyce Green that his company spent
about $20 million last year on glass containers for its baby food and
baby juice products.
Jones said the company currently buys its glass containers from
Anchor Glass, Kerr Glass and Brockway, which is based in Jacksonville, Fla. He said a 1988 contract bid from the Toledo, Ohiobased Owens-Illinois was turned down.
"We did not feel it was the most competitive program as far as
quality, service and price," Jones said of Owens-Illinois.
Jones said Beech Nut plans to drop Brockway as a supplier next
month, but he defended the firm as a quality supplier
"They've always been very competitive for our business," he said
of Brockway.
Jones said Beech Nut uses glass containers for its baby food products because the containers are rigid, protect against contamination, provide a lengthy shelf life and good visibility.
On Jan. 6, Judge Green issued a temporary restraining order
blocking the proposed $750 million merger until the court can complete its deliberations.
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(AP) — Snow blanketed most of Ohio yesterday
on the 10th anniversary of one of the state's worst
blizzards, tying up traffic and forcing school closings across the state. Behind the storm were some
ofthe coldest temperatures so far this season.
The National Weather Service said snow depths
from a storm that began late Monday ranged from
about an inch at Dayton and Zanesville to 6 inches
at Toledo. Columbus and Findlay had 5 inches,
while lesser amounts were reported in northeastern Ohio.

The snow was accompanied by bitter cold and
chills well below zero. The weather service
predicted last night's lows would dip to zero to 5
above across the state.
The change in the state's weather resulted from
storms along the nation's southeast coast and in
Wisconsin, said Walter Drag, a meteorologist for
the National Weather Service in Cleveland.
In Columbus, the heaviest snowfall so far this
winter snarled rush-hour traffic yesterday morning and appeared to have caught city officials off
guard.
In Toledo and the surrounding suburbs, most
schools were closed yesterday but businesses remained opened.
wmd

Police agenices across northwest Ohio said some
roads were closed by snow drifts, but all had
reopened by afternoon.
Bui Franklin, acting commissioner of Toledo's
Streets, Bridges and Harbors division, said some
of the city's streets still weren't clear late yesterday afternoon.
Franklin added that the city got more snow than
expected.
The storm came on the 10th anniversary of a 1978
blizzard that virtually paralyzed the state and was
blamed for 35 deaths. During the blizzard, winds
gusted to more than 100 mph over much of the
state, with sustained winds in the 45 to 70 mph
range.
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Student aid first
America has always prided herself on being a
generous benefactress to the less fortunate of
the world.
But before we go out and "save" the world, if indeed any of these "unfortunate" people want or
need our help, we should start taking better care of
our own.
In his final State of the Union address Monday
night, President Reagan urged Congress to approve more aid for the contra rebels in Nicaragua,
while also reversing his earlier stance and calling
for increased spending towards education.
Reagan apparently cannot remember the "Black
Monday" of last year and those shaky days on Wall
Street because reducing the federal deficit appears
to be the furthest thing from his mind.
The contras have already received millions of
American dollars, while students have watched
their financial aid slowly diminish. It is commendable that Reagan desires to correct the injustice of
reduced student aid, however, he cannot have his
cake and eat it too.
If the president wants to change his mind in favor
of government spending for education, he must reevaluate his goals for monetary support of his beloved contras, a group surrounded by controversy
andprotest.
Wnen weighing the future education of America's
children against assisting a rebel group's efforts to
overthrow an elected government in a foreign country, Reagan should recognize that a balance will
not exist as long as the national debt looms before
us.
Our country's monetary situation cannot tolerate
further spending. And in this case, helping America's citizens should be our first priority.

Letters
Don't push your views
on other individuals
This letter is a response
prompted by a column in the
January 22nd BG News written
by Katherine Watts, "Unborn
live under threat."
Abortion always has and always shall be a most controversial and political issue. The faction that seeks to disfranchise
the woman's right to seek legal
abortion does have its laudable
functions, inasmuch as support
for those who choose to continue
pregnancy to completion. Their
efforts in counseling and advice
to those who wish to go full term
as to the choices available in
both adoption and child rearing
are very commendable. The
problem, however, lies in their
cognizant efforts to hinder those
who seek to terminate pregnancy. Miss Watts mentions in
her article of the women suffering both "injury and death"
from complications during the
abortion procedure (which can
also occur during childbirth].
But she inadvertantly, I'm sure,
forgets to relate the FACT that
abortion is a safer medical
procedure than childbirth and is
one of the safest frequently performed medical procedures allaround.
What of the women whose
lives have been subsequently
altered due to the raising of a
child alone? The financiafhardship, bypassed career possibilities? What sort of life can a
16-year-old unwed mother give a
newborn child when she's working at McDonalds? If she's
working at all. How will they
counsel the woman who gave
her child up because she
couldn't provide for it let's say,
oh, five or six years down the
road? Is it happy? Abused? Hungry? How about the unwarranted but inescapable label society
puts on most of the unweds? Low
class, sleep-around, wanton
women.
~ I propose a standard of

"what's good for the goose isn't
always good for the gander," or
in other words, when your views
on a subject differ from those of
someone else, don't push yours!
Everyone in this country is
guaranteed a right to believe in
whatever they choose. Let's not
start comparing opposing views
on "Nazism" or bigotry. Roe vs.
Wade was declared by the
highest authority under the Constitution as being fair and just.
Good enough for me.
John C. Knueve
467 S. Summit #63

Give unborn children
their right to life
Good job, Katherine! I appreciated your BG News article in
the January 22nd issue "commemorating" the Roe vs. Wade
Supreme Court decision. Unfortunately, one of the problems of
the Roe vs. Wade decision is that
people forget. They forget about
the right of the child inside a
mother's womb. Yes, it is a
baby. Don't be fooled by the sugar that many people in society
place on that baby. Names that
cover up the real thing; names
such as "P.O.C." (products of
conception), or fetus, etc.
People cry out, "Womens'
rights! Womens' rights! Give
ME MY rights!" Why don't you
put that selfishness behind you
and think of the rights of the unborn child? Since they can't
speak for themselves, I'll cry
out for the millions who have
already been killed and who will
be. Killed? Yes, killed.
"Mommy, please let me live. I
want to experience life. Maybe
I'll grow up to be president
someday ... Mommy, if you
can't take care of me, maybe
some other parents who can't
have their own babies will.
Please, mommy, please give me
my right to live!"
Patti Belitz
OCMBW31S
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Divestment cry rejected
Foundation ignores united call of University community
By Disraeli Hutton
When a relatively young group
like the Progressive Student Organization (PSO) raises the issue of divestment and is supported by 20 student organizations
including the Black Student
Union, Graduate Student Senate, Women for Women, Caribbean Association and Peace Coalition, the Faculty Senate, two
academic departments: Ethnic
Studies and Sociology, the Administrative Staff Council, the
PRESIDENT of the institution
and seemingly the Board of
Trustees, and the BGSU Foundation take a stance in opposition to. this united call — something is radically wrong with the
system.
In order to fully grapple with
this dilemma, one must seek to
understand the internal and external forces that are impacting
on: (a) universities in the
United States generally, and (b)
the issues of apartheid and
divestment, in particular, as
they relate to BGSU and its
Foundation. Only by taking this
broad overview will one be able
to appreciate the real bases for
the behavior of theToundation.
Over the past ten months it
has been argued by the vice
president of university relations, Dr. Dwight Burlingame,
that the Foundation is an institution independent of BGSU. The
PSO has effectively exposed the
fallacy of this argument by
speaking to the structure, function and origins of the Foundation (BGNews, Aug. 28,1987).
During this period of debates,
letter writing and meetings related to divestment, the real
character of the Foundation has
slowly revealed itself, especially
over the past three months. The
most important revelation is
that the Foundation is effectively assuming the role that is
normally played by insensitive,
aggressive and hostile elements
outside of the internal structure
of a normal university like
BGSU. In other words, there are
clear signs that the Foundation
is willing to subordinate the interests of the university community in favor of those external
to it.
One way of trying to come to
grips and thereby fully understanding the role of the BGSU
Foundation, is to look at what is
happening in other universities
and at certain trends and tendencies that have now become
more pronounced, especially in
the past year. It has been widely
reported and debated in the September and October 1987 issues
of the Chronicle of Higher Education that the University of Rochester was threatened by
Eastman-Kodak for admitting a
student, an employee of Fuji of
Japan, to its business program
on the basis that this student
could steal privileged information about Kodak. Being a financial giant of the United States
and the central financial contributor to the University of Rochester, this company felt that it
could use its economic might to
coerce an institution like the
University of Rochester.
The second example relates to
the attempt of arch conservatives or '"Fundamentalists" of
the Southern Baptist church who
unsuccessfully attempted to
take over the Southern Baptistsupported universities and introduce a religious and political
doctrine that is alien to the tradition of these institutions.
Finally, there are those in the
Catholic church who are trying
to control what is to be taught in
Catholic-oriented universities.
This is being done without any
regard for the historical role and
traditions of these institutions in

the United States. (The normal
practice is whatever content is
taught is determined by those
who are selected to administer
these institutions).
What is common about the experiences of the three institutions discussed earlier and the
role and function of the BGSU
Foundation in relation to BGSU?
The thread that binds these experiences together is the fact
that there is a relatively new
trend in higher education where
outside elements are trying to
effect control and consequently
direct the operation of our universities.
How is this connected to the
BGSU Foundation? While the
BGSU Foundation is a part of
BGSU, it is effectively operating
like Eastman-Kodak or the
Southern Baptist and Catholic
church hierarchies which are

egg?"(To paraphrase one of Aesop's fables). In fact, this question is not far fetched.
Recently, it was reported that
the Board of Trustees has a representative on the Foundation
Board who functions like any
other foundation member. In
other words, this person has no
Eiwer to enforce guidelines reting to policy direction of the
Foundation. This was bourne out
by the fact that although the
Trustees members are seemingly in support of divestment,
their representative to the
Foundation could only make one
dissenting vote on the issue. This
type of arrangement suggests
that the Trustees, the governing
body of this institution, has little
or no controlling power over the
function of the Foundation.
This subordinating role of the
University is also revealed in

...Institutional autonomy is in great
danger at BGSU.
applying pressure in opposition
to clearly-agreed sentiments of
the institution.Put another way,
the BGSU Foundation is functioning in the role of an external
force hostile to the consensus of
the BGSU community. The main
center and holders of power at
BGSU have demanded that the
Foundation divest its holdings in
companies doing business in
South Africa; the Foundation
has steadfastly rejected this
call. If the BGSU Foundation is
a part of the BGSU community,
a position that the PSO and others have reaffirmed — there are
a number of scenarios that can
be postulated in order to explain
the bases for their intransigence.
The first scenario is that a new
type of structure is emerging at
BGSU where it is the Foundation
that has the ultimate power, at
least, in the critical area of securing private funding at a time
when the federal and state
governments have cut back
their spending on higher education. This new position is being
exploited to effectively subordinate the role of the Board of
Trustees and its President. If
this is so, can one expect the
Board of Trustees "to slay the
goose that lays the golden

the role of the vice president of
university relations, Dr. Dwight
Burlingame. The latter is also
the secretary of the BGSU
Foundation. Referring to the
role of the public relations office
in higher education, James Fisher (1984), (one of the main
theorists in the field of educational administration) said in
his book The Power of the Presidency:"^ public information
officer [should be] finely tuned
to the president's role and personality. . . and is the only one
fully informed regarding the
president and the institution."
But on the key issue of divestment, which the president has
spoken publicly against and
written twice to the Foundation
requesting full divestment, Dr.
Burlingame defends and articulates the position of the Foundation and not that of the PRESIDENT of BGSU.
The second possible scenario
is that the Foundation is "out of
control" and this sector of BGSU
is operating at the will of big
business elements who are determining its policies. Because
there is a great emphasis at
BGSU in raising private funds,
the Foundation and those who
control it have assumed increasing power. This new status

makes this organization better
able to influence university
policies.
The third scenario (and this
was suggested earlier), is the
possibility of the Foundation subordinating the interest of the
university community to that of
its business interests. There is
great similarity between what
has occurred in the KodakUniversity of Rochester examele and what is happening at
GSV.Kodak threatened the
University of Rochester with
withdrawing financial support if
it accepted a certain student;
the BGSU Foundation claimed it
is threatened by Marathon Oil
that financial support will be
withdrawn if the Foundation
divests from companies doing
business in South Africa.The
main difference between the two
situations is that the University
of Rochester stood firm in the
end and readmitted the student
while the BGSU Foundation is
bowing down to the demands of
Marathon Oil.
What the proceeding discussion has shown is that the concept and practice of INSTITUTIONAL AUTONOMY is in
great danger at BGSU. In the
cases of the University of Rochester, and the Southern Baptist and Catholic church (examples mentioned earlier) there
are clear signs that the dictates
of external forces are being
defeated or resisted strongly.
The policy of institutional
autonomy has been successfully
defended for over 200 years by
American universities. These
institutions are demonstrating
their willingness to ensure the
tradition is maintained at all
costs. The BGSU Foundation, on
the other hand, seems to be on
the side of those who want to reverse this honorable tradition
and, instead, allow the University to be manipulated by external
elements and interests.
The BGSU Foundation must
fully divest its South African
holdings, and it is up to the
BGSU community to increase its
support for divestment during
the coming weeks. The Progressive Student Organization
pledges to continue doing its
part to eliminate apartheid in
South Africa and racism at
BGSU.
Hutton, a graduate student in
education administration, Is
president of the Progressive
Student Organization.
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The BG News editorial
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The News welcomes
guest columnists.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BGNews
211 West Hall
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Scholarship fund started Few present
for Olscamp
open forum
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

A memorial scholarship has been established at the University's Firelands College
in memory of Clarrissa Givens, who died of
cancer last summer.
Givens was a sophomore marketing major
at Firelands.
Thomas and Jo Anne Harker, of Huron, established the scholarship by contributing
$10,000 as a base. Interest generated from
their contribution will be used to fund the
scholarship.
The $600 to $700 endowed scholarship will
first be given in the fall to a student at Fire-

lands with good academic standing, such as
a 3.S or above, and with a need for the
scholarship.
The Harkers' son, Thomas Jr., a junior
radio-television-film major, was dating Givens at the time of her death.
John Harten, director of administration
and registration at Firelands, said he hopes
enough interest will be generated to provide
a "nice award," for the student who receives
the scholarship.
The scholarship will be awarded annually
starting this fall with an application deadline of April 1. All applications will be reviewed by a committee which will choose the
student who will be awarded the scholarship.

Carl Peschel, director of BGSU Foundation accounts, said there are currently 45 to
50 memorial scholarships in existence and
there have been two established this year.
Dwight Burlingame, vice president of
University relations, said the University and
the donor worked out an agreement to decide what kind of scholarship will be established.
Peschel said there are currently 178 private scholarships in existence, 10 new scholarships added per year and there have
already been six to seven scholarships set up
since the academic year began.
He said scholarships earn value through
the addition of money or through the investments of the scholarship.

by Teny Mann
reporter

University President Paul Olscamp held his first open forum
of the semester yesterday at McFall Center — only two students and his assistant attended.
The forum is designed to provide students the opportunity to
openly discuss issues of concern directly with Olscamp.
The primary goal of the forum was to demonstrate to the
student body at large that Olscamp is accessible and concerned with helping students solve their problems, according to
Phil Mason, executive assistant to the president.
Olscamp said he had expected more than five students to attend the meeting.
"The degree of concern someone may have shown is by the
lengths they will go to get results," he said.
Olscamp and one of the students discussed longer repayment
terms for special loans from the University, reimbursement of
tuition due to medical withdrawals after the University's deadline for withdrawal, and the student's perception of an apathetic student body. The president said he would look into the
problems.
He remained optimistic about the future of his open forum.
When a photographer entered the room, Olscamp quipped,
"I don't know what use pictures of an empty room will be, but
I'll be here every Tuesday."

Office now has space, privacy
byBarbWeadock
staff reporter

Renovations in the Office of
Financial Aid and Student Employment will provide students
with more privacy when discussing financial situations, said
the director of the office.
Conrad McRoberts said renovations were completed just be-

fore classes began this semester
and included installing new carpet and furnishings and painting
the walls. While renovations
took place, the office moved into
the Northeast Commons.
"Essentially, we were not getting efficient use of the space we
had," McRoberts said.
He said they also wanted to
provide students with a more
comfortable place to talk about

their needs.
"When a student comes in and
talks to these folks, it's a little
more private. Ultimately, this is
a benefit to the students," he
said.
The employees of the office
are now getting used to their
newly-renovated office and are
finding ways to improve the environment, McRoberts said.
"We've been able to apportion

the space better. Now all classifications of staff have their own
private work space," he said.
During the move, precautions
were taken to insure that students would not experience delays in financial aid this semester.
"One week before school started, a staff person was at the
Bursar's office processing shortterm loans," McRoberts said.
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Scholar filling science lab
University did with the creation
of the Center for Photochemical
Sciences, in 1984.
A $1 million endowment for
the Eminent Scholar comes
from a $500,000 award from the
state which was matched by the
University. The endowment is
for the program and Rodgers'

by Tim Baker
staff reporter

The challenge of starting from
scratch with new facilities and
people is what excites Ohio
Eminent Scholar Michael Rodgers the most about coming to
the University, he said.
"One of my biggest thrills is
taking an empty lab and filling it
with equipment and people," the
professor of photochemical sciences said.
Rodgers arrived here three
weeks ago with a $1 million endowment, two $200,000 lasers
and enough equipment to fill the
third floor of the Physical Sciences Building.
He was appointed Eminent
Scholar May 8,1987.
"I was certainly excited at
loining this center (the Center
for Photochemical Sciences).
They identified me as the Eminent Scholar; I find that extremely gratifying," Rodgers
said.
The Ohio Eminent Scholar
Program is designed to attract
noted scholars to state universities. The universities must
first demonstrate excellence in
a particular area, which the

IVIR.

gers said he loves the University environment because
not only do students learn, but
he learns.
"When a student asks a naive
question, it forces you to rethink
and look at the question with an
entirely different perspective,"
he said.
Rodgers said he won't be
teaching his first year here.
"My most important function
is getting my lab on track and
beginning research. That's what
the center wants."
He said his two main research
areas are photodynamic action
and electron transfer.
According to Rodgers, photodynamic action deals with the
process of how visible light,
oxygen and a photosensitizer
can cause death in living tissue.
He said an aim of this
research is a treatment for cancer which is already being
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Rodgers
Research at the University of
Texas, at Austin.
He said he perceives a new
beginning at the University's
photochemical center because
the center is at "the cutting edge
of the photochemical sciences.
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tested in tei-rninally-ill patients.
The process is called the photodynamic therapy of cancer
and involves the uptake of a photosensitizer by a malignant tumor. A photosensitizer is a
molecule which is only toxic
when it absorbs light. Once the
photosensitizer binds to the tumor, light is applied and the tumor is lulled, Rodgers said.
One of the benefits of this
treatment, Rodgers said, is that
there are few side effects as
there are with normal chemotherapy or radiation treatment.
"There is no doubt in my mind
that photodynamic treatment
will take its place as an accepted
therapy for certain types of cancer," ne said.
He said the treatment is more
effective on skin cancer, surface
cancers and cancer in body cavities because they are more accessible to light. He also predicted that in five years the treatment will be regularly used.
Rodgers' other research area,
electron transfer, deals with developing a new way to store
energy.
Rodgers, who was born and
educated in England, has spent
the last 12 years as the director
of the Center for Fast Kinetics
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Dive Shop. . .

Snow
D Continued from page 1.

has scuba classes forming for
spring certification. If you are
interested in learning scuba
please phone. . .

"People outside of Bowling Green have to use their own discretion
based on the severity of the roads as to whether or not they attend
class," he said.
According to the guidelines in the telephone directory, if the State
Highway Patrol reports that travel is not advised then students who
commute will be excused from classes without penalty.
Bess said the decision to hold classes yesterday was made after
talking to a number of people.
"I spoke with the city police chief we both felt that the roads were
passable," Bess said. "Then when I spoke with (University) maintenance they said they would have the campus cleared by 8 a.m. so I
made no recommendation to the president to cancel classes."

352-8488
The Portage Quarry Dive Shop
offers a full line of
scuba sales and rental
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Hartley said he believes the
administration has two functions
regarding curriculum — to implement measures decided upon
by faculty and to propose policy
to faculty. By voting in the council and acting as advisers to the
council, "they are essentially
advising themselves, and to me
that seems unhealthy," he said.
Ecker said he understood from
Hartley that the administration
is, in essence, duly represented
in undergraduate curriculum
matters — by having voting
rights within the council, and by
having the ability to override
decisions made "by already
having input through formal
channels.
Clark said, however, that
deans do not have the power to
override Undergraduate Council
decisions.
"The Undergraduate Council
is the final body that approves
new academic programs introduced to the University. The
only group that can override the
decision is the Board of
Trustees," she said.
She added that the Board may
then have to answer to the Board
of Regents. The deans, however,
answer to Academic Affairs,
which then reports to the Faculty Senate.
Robert Patton, dean of the College of Business Administration,
said the ability of deans to influence a UGC decision depends
on the issue being presented. He
said deans could expend influence on such issues as how
budgetary resources should be
spent in the colleges, since deans
deal with that aspect of curriculum.
Hartley said UGC members
were restricted from bringing
such issues before the board.
Eckel said another reason for
some faculty members favoring
a change in the charter is discomfort in voting against the
deans of their college, who are
essentially faculty supervisors.
"A faculty member will feel
under pressure to vote no. Politically, voting against your
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supervisor wouldn't be a smart
thing to do to, "he said.
He said some faculty members would fear the "perceived
consequences" of voting against
the dean of their college.
"Hopefully, there wouldn't be
any consequences," he added.
"Perceived, or not, certainly the
situation is real. What the consequences would be, I don't
know."
Patton said he would not take
retribution on any faculty member in his college for voting
against his views.
"I can't speak for anyone else,
but I certainly have never taken
any action against any faculty
member who opposed my vote in
the council, ana certainly can't
imagine any other dean doing it
either," he said.
Undergraduate Student
Government President David
Robinson, who is opposed to the
proposal, said he believes the
idea of removing deans' voting
rights was initiated as a political
maneuver on the part of the faculty.
"The deans are under the
Swer of President Olscamp. To
ke away their voting rights
would take away administrative
power," he said.
According to Clark, she has
"not seen or observed" any political friction between any of the
students, faculty or administration during UGC meetings.
"Both the faculty representatives and the deans, and the students as well, speak freely about
their ideas. It's a good forum for
information and views," she
said.
Patton concurred with Clark,
saying that meetings in the past
have been "free-wheeling and
open."
Hartley said there was one instance last year, when the MultiCultural Diversity Program was
being considered, that some faculty members disagreed with
various aspects. However, because the 16 faculty representatives were split on the issue, the
program was implemented.
Hartley believes the removal of
deans' voting rights will help
prevent such problems for the
faculty in the future.

Not*:

411 South Hall, 372-2247
Every Wednesday Evening at 7:30 p.m.
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Center (or International Programs
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Mike Drabenscott
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372-5526
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Stereotype smashed
Seniors stay active and independent in home
by Julie Wallace
assistant wtre editor

Wood County Nursing Home residents Pat Bodie. Jim Bodie. Irene Cichocki, and Esther Carlson socialize over a
good game of Scrabble.

Nursing home. The words often create an image
of a dark, depressed building filled with the aging.
This stereotype, however, is not represented in
Bowling Green.
Instead, the Wood County Nursing Home, 11080
E. Gypsy Lane, !■ •&■ brightly-decorated "home"
to 127 residents of various ages.
Martin Jan, administrator of the facility, said
keeping the residents active is a goal of the staff.
"Our philosophy is to have our community of residents remain as independent as possible," Jan
said. "We have a lot of activities planned and have
a great deal of family involvement."
Harriet Dimmick, resident services director for
the home, said an activity schedule is prepared by
the resident services staff and by the Residents
Council for each month.
The Residents Council is the governing body of
the nursing home, elected by the residents, Dimmick said. Currently presided over by Harold
Billtzer, a retired Lutheran minister, the board
meets once a month to discuss plans for upcoming
activities.
Pat Bodi, a former council president, said the

council is where activity suggestions should be
taken.
Although the facility is classified as a skilled
nursing norae, it accepts residents in both the
intermediate and the skilled care categories,
Dimmick said. Because of this, activities have to
be planned for everyone.
We recently expanded our schedule and our
staff so we can now provide activities seven days a
week," she said. "When planning, we try to provide something for the alert-oriented resident and
for the regressed residents."
Among the activities scheduled for January are
volleyball, art classes and shopping at K-Mart.
Dimmick explained that the volleyball played by
the residents Is not the typical volleyball game
played by most people.
"It is a very modified game," she said. "We
stretch a string between two chairs and everyone
sits in wheelchairs, even the ambulatory," she
said. "The ball is then passed back and forth over
the string."
Billtzer said the nursing home is a quality facility.
"We consider it the best nursing home in the
United States," he said. "And we intend to keep it
that way."

Elderly couple ties the knot
by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor
While many people look for "a
special someone'' to marry
while still in college, others
postpone marriage until later in
In Bill Glasson's case, his wait
lasted more than 40 years before
finally asking anyone to marry
him.
Glasson, 61, and his new bride,
Ruth Phillips, 82, were married
Friday in the Wood County
Nursing Home, where they are
both residents.
Phillips said the two met when
she moved into the nursing
home, four years ago. Since
then, the two have been inseparable.
"He told me I am the only one

he's ever loved except his
mother and grandmother," she
said. "Everyone told me he always said he would never get
married, but here we are."
The ceremony and reception
were held in the dining area due
to lack of space in the nursing
home's chapel, said Harriet
Dimmick. the home's resident
services director.
Martin Jan, administrator at
the nursing home, said 130 people attended the wedding, 80
more than was anticipated.
"We really only expected to
have 50 people at the wedding,"
Jan saia. "Everything went off
really well and it was a good
chance for the residents to get
together and socialize, too."
The couple received a surprise
honeymoon from the staff at the
nursing home — an evening at

Bowling Green Holiday Inn.
"When they arrived, their
names were on the marquis and
everything for them," Dimmick
said.
Glasson asked Phillips to
marry him last month after four
years of dating. But, he said, he
knew she was the right one.
"When she moved into the
nursing home, I just knew," he
said.
Phillips, a widow for the past
10 years, originally from Luna,
has nine children from her previous marriage.
Although one daughter attended the wedding, Phillips said
most of her other children are
against the marriage.
"They did not want me to get
married, but that point is immaterial to me." she said.
Although they currently share

a room in the nursing home,
Glasson said things will be
different now that they are married.
"We will be closer," he said.
Phillips added that they requested a double bed, but one
has yet to be found that meets
fire regulations and is equipped
with guard rails.
"We'll just continue to push
the two beds together," she said.
Glasson moved to Bowling
Green in 1952 from Iowa and was
employed by a nursing home in
the area before retiring.
He now volunteers as a mailman at the nursing home, delivering all the mail and packages to the residents. He said he
did not work Friday, though.
"It is not everyday you get
married," he said.

The Glassons cut the wedding cake

Photo courtesy/Joanne Schroetlei

Expose
yourself!
in a 1988 KEY
senior portrait
today
Varden of New York is here now for the
year's last session. Get in the book and also
get yourself some quality prints for friends,
family and your real loved one (your future
employer).

Call 372-8086 to schedule your appointment today!
■
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News Briefs

Hertz confesses to fraud
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Hertz Corp. has admitted overcharging individuals and insurance companies by $13 million
for auto repairs by using phony
damage claims, altered documents and inflated repair bills
for seven years.
The car rental company said
Monday it has been cooperating
in a federal grand Jury investigation here.
Hertz said it halted the practices immediately when top
management learned of them in
1985 and fired an executive in
charge of accident damage
claims. It said it will refund all
pavments made under questionable circumstances.
The company said it already
returned about $3 million of the
estimated $13 million it "collected by these improper practices, and told federal authorities of its plans to return the
full amount.
Reports of the investigation
first appeared on WNBC-TV
Monday evening and in yesterday's editions of The New York
Times.
It is not known how many people were affected. The Times,
quoting unidentified Justice Department sources, said the practice of inflating damage claims
was introduced in the company's New York region in the early
1970s and was being spread
around the country later in the
1970s.
"Hertz deeply regrets that
these practices existed and is
committed to ensuring that they
do not recur," Hertz said in a
statement Monday night.
CONGRATULATIONS

Hertz said it "eliminated all
practices revealed by its investigation and subsequently
investigated by the federal
grand jury." It said it revamped
its system for computing and
making damage claims and
consolidated the operation
under "the direct control of
Hertz's central corporate insurance staff."

Hertz spokesman Joseph Russo said most of the $13 million
can be traced to the practice of
charging individuals and insurance companies the retail cost of
a repair — while Hertz actually
pays about 25 percent less because of volume discounts on
parts and labor.
Russo said the practice is
common in the industry. Since

NW Ohio lacking priests

1985, Hertz has passed the savings on to its customers.
"In a smaller number of incidents, there was falsification of
documents," Russo said.
WNBC said Hertz's accident
control offices altered repair
forms.inserting a higher, false
amount for the repair and billing
the driver or his insurance company for the higher amount.

"Presently, the church in
the United States is exper-

Saboteur Virus' causes
computer malfunction

CONGRATULATIONS

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

Melissa Puckett
Monica Monastro

V.P. of Membership Development

Cohen said a viral attack is different from more
conventional computer security problems, such as
access by unauthorized people.

WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD

EXECUTIVE
President

Harold Highland, editor of "Computers & Security" magazine, agrees that the problem is potentially serious. Highland said some officials in the
computer industry refuse to recognize the potential risk because they are unsure of what remedies
to recommend.
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crimination.
Celebrating spectators
camped overnight to gain
gooa vantage points and
marked Australia Day with
champagne, beer, barbeques
and a $150,000 fireworks spectacular over the harbor.
"It was madness," said
Sydney resident Barry Stevens, who spent the day on
the water. ''The only way I
can describe it is like being
bumper-to-bumper in the
rush hour."

Birds are health hazard
FINDLAY (AP) — Hundreds of starlings are roosting here for the winter, much
to the chagrin of city officials
who say the bird droppings
are causing a health hazard.
"It's been a problem, that's
for sure," city Health Commissioner Stu Kerr said yesterday. "We're going to use
different methods to get them
out of town before their droppings become a real mess."
The starlings have been
roosting in downtown Findlay
for the last few months. Residents and downtown busi-

nesses, which have a bird'seye view of the mess, have
been complaining ever since.
The birds travel throughout
North America, causing millions of dollars of damage
every year. They are capable
of carrying up to 50 diseases
that affect humans. The
diseases are transmitted
through their droppings, Kensaid.
Kerr said his department
began researching ways to
roust the starlings from their
roosts after receiving complaints about the mess they
were leaving on sidewalks.
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SYDNEY, Australia (AP)
— Two million Australians
threw a party around Sydney's harbor to wish their
country a happy 200th birthday yesterday in a wild celebration attended by the heir
to the British throne.
Thousands of aborigines,
meanwhile, staged their
biggest demonstration in the
nation's history to protest
past wrongs by Australians of
European ancestry and what
they claim is ongoing dis-

l In-House Only

CABINET

Community Services

iencing declining numbers of
priests, growing Catholic po? illation and growing lay paricipation in parish ministry," said Rick Chaffee,
secretary of Parish Life &
Worship for the l^county
Catholic Diocese of Toledo.
Chaffee said there are
about 205 active priests in the
Toledo Diocese, which serve
165 parishes and 340,000 Catholics.

Aussies celebrate 200th

power grid is controlled by computers, interbank
transfers are controlled by computers. In other
words, global collapse of our technological infrastructure is the worst case.
"No defense mechanism is perfect. Whatever
technique is used, it's possible to get past it."
Cohen, who is an assistant professor of electrical
and computer engineering, said he devised a computer "virus" in 1983 during a graduate seminar at
the University of Southern California and demonstrated it under controlled conditions. He said the
demonstrations showed his test "virus" was able
to take over a time-sharing computer system in as
little as five minutes.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Computer "viruses" planted by saboteurs to attack computer memory files
and functions can knock out computing systems
and the vital operations they control for days, an
expert says.
The "viruses" can multiply inside computer
programs, "infect" other programs, and be passed from one program to another to wreak
whatever havoc their creators desire, said University of Cincinnati computer specialist and
researcher Fred Cohen. He also said the electronic
gremlins can be difficult to detect and ferret out
once they are inside computer systems.
Cohen said he is concerned that industries and
utilities are not doing enough to protect computer
systems against "virus" sabotage. Self-defense
techniques can be built to alert computer users
that their programs have been invaded by a virus,
but no flawless defense to such sabotage has been
devised, Cohen said.
"I've done analyses on networks that show
probably in one month. I could spread a simple
virus sufficiently far to bring down the majority of
computers in the world for many hours," he said.
"The telephone system is run by computers, the

TOLEDO (AP) - A shortage of Roman Catholic
clergy has left some northwest Ohio parishes without
full-time priests, and the
Toledo Diocese is trying to
find ways to attract more
people into the ministry, a
church official said yesterday.

352-1693

"THE PHARMACY THAT GOES BEYOND YOUR HEALTH NEEDS"
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Reagan's standing drops '51 killer found
Poll indicates president's popularity fell in January
NEW YORK (AP) - About half of Americans say they approve of the way President
Reagan handles his job, but rate his performance in specific areas lower than his
overall performance, according to a poll
published yesterday.
After gaining substantial ground following
December's summit meeting with Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev, Reagan's popularity slipped somewhat in the latest New
York Times-CBS News Poll.
In the survey published yesterday, 50 per-

cent approved of Reagan's handling of his
job and 35 percent disapproved.
That was lower than Reagan's 56 fer
percent
approv
buf higher
than the 45 percent who approvedlof
of""his
is performance in November in a Times3 pollil taken
in the wake of October's stock market crash.
However, by a 44-41 percent margin,
Americans disapproved of the president's
handling of foreign policy. His signing of the
proposed intermediate range missile treaty

with the Soviet Union is popular: 66 percent
favored it. But his Nicaraguanpolicy is not:
58 percent opposed military ana other aid for
the Contras.
Forty-eight percent disapproved of his
handling of the economy, while 43 percent
approved.
The latest poll results were based on a
survey of 1,663 Americans conducted from
Jan. 17 to 21. The telephone poll had a margin of error of plus or minus 3 percentage
points.

Smoking survey may be biased
COLUMBUS (AP) The Ohio
Farm Bureau Federation yesterday released a survey of public attitudes about smoking and
acknowledged that results
might be viewed with suspicion
since the study was financed by
a tobacco company.
C. William Swank, the executive director and chief executive
officer of the farm group, told a
news conference the public
"very well might" question the
findings because the survey was
sponsored through a grant from
Phillip Morris, UTS.A.

"But I would simply say to you
we're a membership organization, non-profit. We don't do
very many of these kinds of
studies because we don't have
the money to do it," Swank said.
"So when Phillip Morris
agreed to help fund this, and all
we did was give it some leadership, we were pleased to be able
to ask not just tobacco questions, but Farm Bureau questions, farm program questions,
ethanol questions, and so forth,"
he said.

The survey, conducted by
Saperstein Associates Inc. of
Columbus, involved telephone
interviews with 714 people who
said they were registered voters
in a sample drawn by computergenerated, random-digit telephone numbers.
Interviews were conducted
last October and November, and
statewide results had a margin
of error of plus or minus 3.7 percentage points.
Results showed 56 percent of
those questioned either moder-

ately or strongly opposed legislation that would restrict or prohibit smoking in the workplace.
Another 42 percent moderately
or strongly favored such a law,
and 2 percent had no opinion.
At the same time, the survey
showed that respondents whose
employers already regulate
smoking appeared pleased with
the policy.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
Nebraska man was heading
here yesterday to face murder
charges after incriminating
himself in the strangling of an
8-year-old girl whose body was
found at a Pennsylvania carnival 37 years ago, authorities
said.
William Henry Redmond, 66,
spent most of Monday and this
morning traveling by train from
Nebraska with a Pennsylvania
state trooper who said he located Redmond shortly after the
investigation was reopened in
1965.
Redmond, who operated a
Ferris wheel at the carnival,
"has made a statement to police
inculpating himself" in the April
1951 slaying of Jane Marie Althoff, Delaware County District
Attorney William Ryan said
Monday.
An arrest warrant in the case
was issued for Redmond in January 1952 but apparently was
never served because he left the
carnival and could not be located, police said.

Redmond, who has been arrested twice on child molestation charges, was arrested Friday in Grand Island, Neb.
Redmond was a Ferris wheel
operator with the Penn-Premier
Snow carnival that had stopped
in the nearby town of Trainer in
late April 1951. Jane Marie was
found dead on the front seat of a
truck at the carnival grounds on
April 26, 1951, Ryan said. She
had been strangled the previous
night, he said.
The truck cab was covered
with fingerprints matching
those of Redmond, police said.
THE
TANNING
CENTER

BIGGER TO SERVE
YOU BETTER

2 LOCATIONS
HAIR UNLIMITED
6 BEDS
143 W. WOOSTER
353-3281

Don't gamble with your resume
Play a sure hand with
University Graphic Arts Services

THE WASH HOUSE
7 BEDS
248 N. MAIN
354-1559

Special $25°°
Offer

Experience

«»Hh this ad

10 Initial Visits
(Expires 1/31/88)
-Since 1980-

Price

.

Quality
Convenience

Graphic Arts Services has what it takes to make you and your resume
a winner. We've done thousands in the past few years. Let us do
yours.

372-7418

211 West Hall

The Styling Salon at JCPenney
We'd like to take the opportunity to announce our
Complete Nail Care Services.
Our Salon now offers a complete line of Nail Care
including:
Manicures
Sculpture Nails & Tips
Creative Painting, including Airbrushing
and much more.

Sign ups Jan. 19-March 17th in
UfiO office 3rd floor Union!

CREATIVE NAIL DESIGN

Why not call us today, and make an appointment,
or drop in on your next visit to JCPenney.
Woodland Mall
—■

■■

■*

Bowling Green, OH
-

—

354-0940
*■ ii—^

THIS W€€K sign up in the
Union Foyer! These trips ore
offered exclusively by UflO!
For more info.
coll 372-2343
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Falcons host OCI cagers
Second-place Bobcats loaded with veterans, size
by Ron Fritz
news editor
When Bowling Green faces
Ohio University tonight at 8 p.m.
in Anderson Arena, the Falcons
won't only be meeting one of the
top teams in the Mid-American
Conference, but also one of the
most experienced.
The Bobcats start two seniors,
two juniors and a sophomore.
OU is in second-place in the
MAC with a 4-1 record.

toblnson

Moore
Three starters, Dave Jamerson (16.0), Paul -'Snoo-

py "Graham (16.6) and John
Rhodes (11.3) average double
figures for the Bobcats.
Although BG will counter with
seniors Anthony Robinson (14.6)
and Steve Martenet (12.5), juniors Lamon Pippin (7.8) and
Scott Kalish (2.6) and freshman
Joe Moore (7.6), its strength is
its bench.
Freshman guard Billy Johnson comes off the bench averaging 9.9 points a game and junior
guard Joe Gregory averages
10.2.
"Billy comes in and gives us a
scorer off the bench," Gregory
said. "His intensity level is always high."
Johnson has scored 43 points
in his last three games. Against
Defiance Saturday, he scored 15
points and had six steals.
In addition to the scoring Gregory and Johnson bring off the
ench, they also possess quickness.
Against Defiance, when the
team was struggling, head
coach Jim Larranaga inserted a

Because Jesus still changes lives...

lineup of Moore, Robinson, Martenet, Gregory and Johnson and
was able to take a nine-point
lead in a six-minute span.
"Our defensive intensity really picked up," Larranaga said
following the game. "We were
able to pressure on their perimeter people and give them
difficulty tiding to get the ball
inside."
Several players cited the Defiance win as a key to the rest of
the season.
"I think we can put together a
little stretch here," Moore said
after scoring 14 points against
the Yellow Jackets. "This win
(Defiance) helped a lot."
Robinson agreed with Moore.
"We're starting to come
together as a team," he said.
"We need to continue to do the
things we did (against De-

fiance)."
BG, 6-10 overall and 1-4 in the
MAC, has shot over 50 percent in
four of its last five games. Shooting well against the Bobcats will
be a key, but rebounding may be
the biggest factor in tonight's
contest/
The Falcons have outrebounded opponents 562-556,
but in OU, BG will face one of its
bigger teams.
Rhodes is 6-foot-9 and Marty
Lehmann and Graham are 64.
Off the bench comes 6-7 George
Reid and 6-6 Jamie Brock.
BG's leading rebounder is 6-3
Moore.
Gregory said the Falcons are
ready for the Bobcats.
"we're starting to focus on
what we can do," Gregory said.
"We're playing well with each
other."

Cubs threaten to move
CHICAGO (AP) — The chairman of the Chicago Cubs said yesterday the National League team will consider leaving Chicago if the
city does not allow night baseball games at Wrigley Field.
Cubs' Chairman John Madigan made the threat to a City Council
committee on energy and environmental protection that is considering a proposal that to install lights at Wrigley Field so the Cubs could
play night games. Currently, the lights are banned.
[EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
It's not just clothing
and cookware . . .

Motycka set for
BG scoring title
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

Jackie Motycka has scored
1349 points in her two-and-ahalf year career at Bowling
Green.
She has been the pacesetter since she arrived, and
because of
that, she
will have
the chance
to move into
second
place on the
Falcons'
all-time
scoring list
when BG
hosts Ohio Motycka
University tonight in a MidAmerican Conference game.
The junior forward is 14
points shy of former Falcon
great Stephanie Coe
(1983-87), and but 71 from
BG's all-time scoring champ,
Chris Turtle (1979-83).
"Stephanie was really a
Peat player and Chris Tutts stats show that she was
one of the best players to ever
come out of Bowling Green.
It'll be really nice when it
happens," Motycka said.
"It'll be something that can
be attributed to everyone who
has been in the program with
me."
The Convoy, Oh. native has

always been a scorer. During
her four years at Crestview
High School, she averaged
20.0 points per game, including 24.0 her senior year.
Motycka, an elementary
education major, has paced
BG's scoring attack in 11 of
the 15 games this season, but
only once in the last tour.
During that span, the Falcons
have had a more balanced
offense.
Center Angie Bonner and
guard Paulette Backstrom
have supported Motycka the
most, but in Sunday's 91-61
romp over Loyola of Chicago,
six players scored in double
figures. Freshman Traci
Gorman, making her first
start, responded with IS markers to back Motycka's 16.
"We had six players score
in double figures. We have
many tremendous players on
the team - most teams never
see that," said Motycka, who
is battling the flu. She said
she would play against OU.
The team scoring gives the
Falcons an added advantage.
When opposing players
swarm around Motycka, BG
can look to other players to
score.
"When they defense
(Jackie), we have to account
for that," Falcon head coach
Fran Voll said. "And with a
better Angie Bonner, and a
3 See Motycka, page 10.

It's marketing, management,
psychology and economics

Fellowship of
Christian Students
Welcomes Everyone to come and find out more.
WEDNESDAY 7:00 p.m. PROUT CHAPEL

Retailing is only partially slylc. More accurately, it takes
sharp analytical skills, the ability to react, and an entrepreneurial aggressiveness to manage and develop a
business. If you possess a four year degree, are assertive
and innovative, you may qualify to join the preferred team
—the Home's team. Our Executive Development Program
will place you on the fast track to becoming a retail buyer
—a financial manager investing in merchandise, accountable for its profitability.
Send salary history and resume to:
HORNE'S Executive Placement
501 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh. PA 15222
All inquire* ire (onlidcnii.il Only those candidates wkctcd l"i
urihrr tonsidrrrfiuin will lw tonlancd
I'M M t

whorncs

Lakers' Jabbar
is all-star again
NEW YORK (AP) — Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of the Los Angeles
Lakers and six other players were named to the Western Conference
team as reserves for next month's NBA All-Star Game, the league
announced yesterday.
Other Western reserves for the Feb. 7 game in Chicago will be
center Steve Johnson of Portland, guards Clyde Drexler of Portland
and Alvin Robertson of San Antonio, and forwards Mark Aguirre of
Dallas. Xavier McDaniel of Seattle and James Worthy of the Lakers.

Uht LoUtaiatt C Morale
proualu prtitnts ih,

UROPEAN
CONCERT
TOUR _

RflfFL€
WIN MONEY!
MUSICIANS
PERFORMERS

For only $5 you con enter fifteen drawings and win $25, $50,
$75, $100! Later the prizes are $200, $300 and $400!

Drawings held each Friday
call 372-9822
between 10am and 4pm

Interviews for technical positions and Berenstatn Bears will begin when
registration opens. Auditions for singers, musicians and emcees will begin
as soon as these interviews are completed
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN
Monday Jan It
University of Muhitijn
Michigan Union AndersCH

MUNCIE INDIANA
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Wednesday. Jan 13
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KENT OHIO
Monday. Jan 25
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Michigan Unmet I.
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KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN
Thursday Jan 14
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iPark at Miller Auditorium i
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BOWLING GREEN OHIO
Thursday Jan 28
Bowling

APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.

■

■

SANDUSKY OHIO
Friday Jan 29
■

P.irh Am i •

ifflo

You may be eligible for
one of twenty-eight

-CHARLESTOWNR

, ■■

I

PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

s

500 SCHOLARSHIPS!!
For your scholarship
application contact:
Lisa Snoddy
353-9611
or
Mike Drabenstott 372-5526

■

[ration I

For further information contact

Q,H, 5006

Live Show Auditions

Sandusky. Ohio 44870

CEIttR POINT 4I9 626 0830 Ext 2388

Resident Manager,

641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Deadline for submission is
FEBRUARY 8.

TONIGHTI-FALCONS vs. OHIO UNIVERSITY-

IVNDKRSON \M.\ \
\\0\ir\ 5:30, Ml N iS:(lll
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Outfield set with Butler gone
CLEVELAND (AP) — The departure of
center fielder Brett Butler may wind up
having a stabilizing effect on the Cleveland
Indians' outfield, says Manager Doc Edwards.
Edwards says he'll replace Butler with
Joe Carter, who alternated mainly between
left field and first base the past two seasons.
Mel Hall will get the left field job permanently, and Cory Snyder will be in right field.
Barring injury or a total collapse in performance, that's the Indians' outfield lineup
for all of 1988, Edwards said.
"I wanted to get Joe Carter in one set position anyway, and I wanted to get him out of
the infield because he has tremendous
speed," Edwards said in an interview this
week. "Joe is probably the fastest man on
the ballclub. A lot of people probably didn't
realize that. He played center field really
well while Butler was out last year because
of injuries. I want to put him in one spot and
leave him there."
Edwards, who replaced Pat Corrales as
Cleveland's manager midway through last
season, said he considered putting Snyder in
center after Butler signed a free-agent deal
with San Francisco. But Carters speed
should enable him to cover more ground
than Snyder, who has the best throwing arm
on the team, the manager said.

"Cory's name was brought up, but usually
you put your best arm in right field," Edwards said. "Plus, Joe is so much faster
than Cory. When you play center, you have
to cover twice as much room, and I felt because Joe has more speed, he was the logical
choice."
Hall got more playing time in left field
once Edwards took over the club last year
and will finally get a chance to prove that he
can hit left-handed pitching consistently.
The left-handed hitter has been platooned
for most of his career with the Indians.
"The second half of last year, Mel Hall
played as good a left field as was played in
this league," Edwards said. "He knew tie
was going to be able to play every day. and I
did play him a lot against left-handers. I
may give him a day off against a real tough
left-hander, but I want to give him the opportunity to play every day.
Cleveland recently signed free-agent John
Moses, who played center field for Seattle
last year, but Edwards says that was merely
a precautionary measure.
"We wanted another outfielder who could
play center field in case something happens
to Joe," Edwards said. "Dave Clark is a
right fielder and so is Carmen Castillo, and
we wanted to settle Cory Snyder into one

spot. So if something happens to Joe, rather
than move Cory over to play center for a
week or two, we'd rather have someone else
who can play center field."
The rest of the Indians' everyday lineup is
also as settled as can be expected going into
spring training, Edwards said. He'll probably use Pat Tabler as his designated hitter,
rookie Don Lovell at first base, Tommy
Hinzo at second, Julio Franco at shortstop
and Brook Jacoby at third.
Andy Allanson has the edge over Chris
Bando at catcher right now, Edwards said.
Cleveland's pitching staff, which had the
worst ERA in the majors at 5.28 last year,
has at least three starters set in Greg Swindell. Tom Candiotti and John FarreU, with
Rich Yett likely to claim the fourth spot. The
fifth starter may be Scott Bailes, although
Edwards said he'd prefer to use Bailes in the
bullpen if veteran Ken Schrom or one of the
Indians' younger pitchers can take the final
starting fob.
Doug Jones and recently signed free agent
Greg Harris will take two of the bullpen jobs,
Edwards said.
The Indians have 15 pitchers on their roster but could invite as many as 26 pitchers to
camp.

CCHA STANDINGS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.

TEAM (overall)
Lake Superior (20-4-4)
Michigan State (18-7-3)
Michigan (17-134)
Western Michigan (15-11-1)
Bowling Green (16-9-2)
Ferris State (11-13-4)
Illinois-Chicago (12-14-11
Ohio State (8-14-6)
Miami (8-19-1)

W
16
16
13
12
11
8
8
5
5

L
4
5
11
9
9
12
13
13
18

T
4
3
0
1
2
4
1
4
1

PT
36
35
26
25
24
20
17
14
11

GF
126
117
114
103
121
95
96
82
90

GA
75
81
107
88
105
126
104
125
134

NCAA HOCKF, Y RANKINGS

1.
I
1.
4.
5.
1
7.
t.

TEAM (league)
Maine (Hockey East)
Minnesota (WCHA)
Lake Superior (CCHA)
Michigan State(CCHA)
Harvard (ECAC)
Wisconsin (WCHA)
Northeastern (East)
Colgate (ECAC)

W
20
22
20
18
12
It
13
14

L
4
6
4
7
4
10
10
5

T
2
0 .
4
3
0
0
0
1

TEAM (league)
9. Lowell (Hockey East)
10. Denver (WCHA)
11. St Lawrence (ECAC)
12. Michigan (CCHA)
13. Vermont (ECAC)
14. Bowling Green (CCHA)
15. Cornell (ECAC)

MAC MEN'S STANDINGS
TEAM (overall)
Eastern Michigan (11-6)
Ohio University (9-7)
Central Michigan (M)
Kent State (7-10)
Toledo(11-4)
Western Michigan (M)
7. Ball State (6-9)
1. Miami (4-12)
9. Bowling Green (6-10)

W
i
4
3
]
2
2
2
2
1

1.
t
3.
4.
S.

W L T
13
15
14
17
13
16
10

10
12
6
13
4
9
5

0
2
0
0
1
2
0

MAC WOMEN'S STANDINGS
L
0
1
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

TEAM (•verall)
Central Michigan (9-7)
Bowling Green (11-4)
Miami (8-7)
Western Michigan (6-7)
Ohio University (74)
Ball State (4-12)
Kent State 15-10)
1. Eastern Michigan (44)
Toledo (7-8)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

W
S
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1

I.
0
1
I
2
3
4
4
4
4

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•••OET INVOLVED •••
It's not too tat* to 0*1 involved It you Ilka
meeting tun. exciting, new people and want to
obtain good leadership experience, being an
Orientation Assistant is lor you Applications
available in 405 Student Services until January
29 Become a pan of a great thing
PEACE COALITION'S
PEACE EDUCATION SERIES
Oer John Schuck. psychology,
"Making Our Choice violent
Society or Peaceful Society"
7:30 PM tonight UCF Center
313 Thuretln at Ridge

INTERESTED IN BROADCAST NEWS'
TRAINING STARTS WED JAN. 27
AT 7:00 PM IN 313 WEST HALL
ANY QUESTIONS CALL 2-8800

LOST: Male Pulsar Quartz watch with dark
brown leather band Substantial reward offered
Cal 372-1243

INTERESTED IN BROADCAST NEWS'
THE BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEW
ORGANIZATION WILL BEGIN WRITING.
REPORTING AND PRODUCTION TRAINING
ON JANUARY 27. 1988 AT 7.00 P.M. IN 313
WEST HALL
ALL MAJORS WELCOME'
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

SERVICES OFFERED

Internships with Top Level Executives ol Nonprofit Organizations in Washington Need 3 0
GPA and community service experience Summer deadens Is fab 15 Information session
Thursday. January 28 at 1 PM 231 Administration or cal 2-8202
IPCO CLUB MEETING
TONIGHT AT 7 30
105 SOUTH HALL
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED'

Look lor snow a
come to the UAO
Snowsculpture contest

Now Forming An Organization lor Interests in
FILM Wednesday Bpm 203 West Hal for tnlo
cal 3725980

1 Of SO SCHOOLS ACROSS THE U.S.
IS WAITING FOR YOU!
DON'T IMSS YOUR CHANCE TO ATTEND A
SCHOOL IN ANOTHER PART Of THE U.S.
WITHOUT PAYING OUT-OF-STATE FEESII
FIND OUT MORE11 THURSDAY. 1-28 AT 2:30
IN 231 ADMINISTRATION' BE THERE!'
AMA
Freshmen Orientation
6 MsmbaraMp Drive
Jen 25th ■ 29th Fob 1st ■ 5th
9-3 MSC 1 BA Lobbies
AMA DORM INFO. NIQHTS
Jan. 26th 6 30 pm Kohl-olo Cafeteria Lounge
8 00 pm FounoanvOotd Lounge

SPORT MANAGEMENT CLUB
THERE WILL BE A MEETING TONIGHT AT
9:00 IN BA 110 TONIGHT'S DISCUSSION
WILL BE RESUME'S WITH JOANNE KROLL OF
THE PLACEMENT OFFICE SEE YOU THERE
Student Personnel Assooation Meeting
Wednesday. January 27
7 30 PM m room 111 BA Building
(Professional Dress Required)
Speatura: Honda's Personnel Managers
WBGU FM
ON-AIR STAFF TRAINING
WEDNESDAY JAN 27
111 SOUTH HALL
8PM
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice

Center lor Choice H. Totedo.O 255-7769
ADOPTION SEARCH CONSULTANT
Certified Locating Biological parents and
adoptees References Laurie Herr. 1195
Hillbrook. Lsncsster. Ohio 43130
814-853-8062
ARE YOU TIRED OF BEING TIRED' HAVE SIT
UPS GOT YOU SORE' THEN YOU NEED A
FRIEND-A TRAINER SOMEONE WHO WILL
CONSULT YOU PRIVATELY SOMEONE WHO
IS A STATE CERTIFIED AEROBIC INSTRUCTOR WITH 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
TEACHING AEROBICS AND GUIDING PEOPLE
IN SAFE EXERCISE ANO WEIGHT LOSS I AM
THAT PERSON I WILL CONSULT WITH YOU
ON A ONE ON ONE BASIS I WILL SHOW YOU
HOW TO DIET ANO EXERCISE SAFELY I WILL
DEVELOP A PERSONALIZED PROGRAM
THAT YOU CAN DO EVERY DAY. EVEN IN
LIMITED SPACE AND TOGETHER WE WILL
KEEP TRACK OF YOUR PROGRESS WITH
BODY FAT ANALYSIS
GET RENEWED
ENERGY THROUGH EXERCISE LEARN THE
SAfE APPROACH TO AEROBIC EXERCISE,
FLOOR EXERCISE. AND STRETCHING DON'T
WEIGHT! LESSONS ARE BY APPT ANO ARE
SCHEDULE AS NEEDED (STUDENTS $5.
NON-STUDENTS $101 CALL KIM AFTER 9
PM 372'6588 REFERENCES AVAILABLE
BOSU STUDENTS-DO YOU NEED MONEY?
5*25 Scholarship Sources, matched with
YOUR unique ouaafications Save tme
and money; Is! 200 BOSU students who
apply qualify lor $10 off our $36 lee
Write today lor appacabon
SCHOLARSHIP RESOURCES, PO Box 588
Bowling Green. OH 43402

Jan. 27th 8 OO pm Mac North Main Lounge
Anyone flterested m reporting, producing,
broadcasting and sates in radio sports, there wi
be an organizational meeting lor Bowling Green
Radio Sports in room 318 West Hal at 7:30
PM Thursday 1-28-88. No experience
necessary, everyone welcome
BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE
Sal Fob 8. NE Commons. 9 PM
Reggae with SAFARI, from Chicago
'Caribbean Association EventCampaign Staff. OMoana for HAJQ Help the
Cause volunteer now1 1-800-533-HAIG
College ol Education > Allied Professions
SCHOLARSHIPS
Several scholarship awards for the 1988*89
academic year are being offered to students In
the CoSege of Education 4 Ailed Professions
Appecatlon forms are available now in the
Dean's Office. 444 Education Bldg Completed
lorms must be returned by March 1.
FRIENDS OF THE DEAF COMMUNITY
Meeting Thurs. Jan 28 7 30 PM
Meet by Educ Bktg Elevators
HSA General Meeting
Wad., Jin 27 S-» PM
at the Honors Center (below Kre-echer)
Come discuss what we have been doing, what
is ahead this semester, and help to plan lor next

year

WHAT CAN ONE PERSON DO?
JOIN USI
Pesos Coalition Meeting
• PM tonight UCF Center
313 Thurstm at Ridge
TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE
A DIFFERENCE!
WOMEN'S CLUB SOCCER
Oar tint practice Is Wad., January 27 at 1:00
In Eppier South downstairs gym. Everyone
welcome.
Work) Student Association
WELCOME BACK PARTY
Sat January 30. 1988. 9:00 pm-1 am
Honor Center basemen! of Kreischer Quad
Free end open to as
YOUNG LIFE
A non-OemorNnationel Christian youth group is
organizing In the B.G. area and volunteer
ieeders are naiiad. For more information conlad Brian st 372-1463

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS

DUNKING DONUTS AT
0IBENEDETTOS SUB-ME-QUICK
is s pleasant experience, try It
You! love our targe variety
Open 7 30 AM Mon-Sst. 10 30 AM Sun

Expose yourself to a KEY senior portrait.
Photographer Is on campus now for last session Cell 372-S088 today lor your appoint

Ait you a "Trekkle"? Miscellany magazine
would like to know why!
The Spring '81 Issue of 80s awird-wlnnlng
student magazine wilt feeture a story on csmpus Treekleewho they are, and more so,
WHY they i rail you would like to be mtervlewd lor this
story, contacl reporter Tim Mecfcley at
372-8333. H not home, leave message

HSA-More Than
Meets the Eyel
It's not too late to loin one of the campus's hottest organizations-Semester dues we only $4'
Stop by the Honors Office. 231 Administration
Budang or cal 372-8504 lor more «fo

BEST OF LUCK TO PHI KAPPA TAU
BASKETBALL TEAMS
PHI TAUS NO 1
Order your SuperBowl Sunday
Party Sub from Dfbenodetto's
Sub-Me-Qulck Now!
Accepting orders through Saturday noon

352-4883

Phi Kappa Pel Rush, its THE CHOICE
Pin Kappa Psi Rush. It's THE CHOICE
Phi Kappa Psi Rush, it's THE CHOICE

BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE
Sat. Fob 6. NE Commons. 9 PM
Reggae with Satan, from Chicago
'Caribbean Assocailion Event'

Resumes proleseionaty written and prepared
(Co-op - Career)
Hundreds of satisfied
customers Cal Faith 354-1829. 8 am -noon
TUTORING JAPANESE CONVERSATION
NATIVE SPEAKER 354-8874
Typing A Word Processing
Al paperworks, free Speecheck
24 NT. sarvica Cal 362-1818
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES''

Interested in Aria Management and have
transportation to Toledo? Cell Dave at the Coop Office, 372-2451 lor details

CAMPUS BIO BROTHERS:
Meeting Wed. Jan 27th 7 30 PM
Second noor Student Services

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S 8 COE0
FLOOR HOCKEY-FEB I, MEN'S * COED
CURLINQ-FEB
2
MEN'S DBLS
RACOUETBALL FEB 3 ALL ENTRIES ARE
DUE BY 4.00 P M IN 108 SRC ON ENTRY
DUE DATE

CAMPUS BIG BROTHERS
Meeting Wed Jan 27th 7:30 PM
Second Boor Student Services

*>CO CLUB MEETING
TONIGHT AT 7 30
106 SOUTH HALL
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED!

CATCH A NU EXPERIENCE
CATCH SIGMA NU
CATCH US TONIGHT, 7:30

The SuperBowl < UAO's
Snowsculpture contest are almost here!

CONCERT BAND CONCERT
Jay C Jackson. Conductor
Saturday. January 30
11 OOAM
Kobacker Hal
FREE
Congratulations to Betsy Broaki on her Psnhei
Cabinet position ss Pubsctty Chairwoman
Love, Your AX Sisters

Look for snow 6
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Available from sources you never knew
existed Every undergraduate guaranteed
eaglbawy lor 10-60 private ax)
sources located through our national
data bank. For free info write: Cosege
Guidance Service Box 15924 (BG). Seattle
WA98115

INTERESTED IN WRITING' NEED TO BUILD A
PORTFOLIO? JOIN THE fPJOAY MAGAZINE
STAFF MEETINGS AT 7 30. WEST HALL
COMMONS. 2ND FLOOR

Happy tour months'
You reaty we the best
I Lois You.

CLUB WEDNESDAY NIGHT
(FORMERLY WED. NIGHT CLUB)
MEETING TONITE 10 PM-MARK'S
TOPICS 1) DISCUSSION Of NEW NAME
2| SPLEEN'S RETIREMENT
QUOTE "WHAT flGHT?"

Come to the UAO
Snowsculpture contest

•••GET INVOLVED'"
Its not too We to get nvoived. If you exe
meeting tun. exciting, new people and want to
obtain good leadership experience, being an
Orientation Assistant la lor you Applications
avaeabie in 405 Student Services until January
29 Become a port of s greet thing
"HRueh Sigma Nu'"
'"Rush Sigma Nu"*
"'Rush Sigma Nu""
' 'DELTA SIGMA THETA''
Sorority Inc . Epeeon Omcron Chapter
• having their one and only RUSH
7:00 PM Northeast Commons
•Krtssy Feeley'
Your big loves You!

DISCOVER SAE PRIDE
DISCOVER SAE PRIDE
DISCOVER SAE PRIDE
Don't be latel
Hi a very Important date!
The HSA General meeting la tonight
from 8-9 PM m the Honors Center
See You There!
Dry Cleaning Service
8 Tuxedo Rental at
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
DZ
DZ
02
OZ

'
'
*
'

Dells
Delta
Dene
Delta

Zeta
Zeta
Zeta
Zeta

Spirit
Spirit
Spirit
Spirit

'
'
*
*

DZ
DZ
OZ
0Z

JOIN KAPPA PHI
JOIN KAPPA PHI
JOIN KAPPA PHI
Junior Phi Els Sigma Members
You may be segue for one ol twenty eight
$500 scholarships' For your schoavsnip apOkcaton contact: Lavs SnodOy st 363-9611 or
Mike Draoenston al 372-5526 Deadline Is
Fab 8
KAPPA PHI ROSE TEA
The saiters of Kappa Pin (A Women's Chnstisn
Service Organization) wil hold their semi-tormel
Rosa Tss Membership Meeting on Sunday.
January 31st at 7 30 PM st United Christian
Felowship Al interested women we welcome
KAPPA PHI
KAPPA PHI
KAPPA PHI
Last session tor senior portraits la NOW. Call
372-8088 today lor your appointment.
Lisa Piulay.
I'm so happy that you are going to stay' I'm happier that you're goiig active! And I'm happiest
that you are my ante'
Phi Mu Love an) Especially Mine.
Chita
MARY KAY COSMETICS
Cheryl Me-er
352-1632

Earn Spmg Break Money!
Apply to be lelelund caSer
ApoScalions avaesble at the
MMi Alumni Center
for more Information, cal
Pam Atchmaon at
372-2701

NEEDED OR 380 TUTOR
CALL DAN AT 354-2401

cont. on page 12.

Found: Pair of optical aungjaeeee on Fudge SI
Jan 22, Ftl Cal 354 2389
LOST: Brown leather bookbag left at Anderson
Arena on Thurs. Jan. 21. Please cal Rondo.
372-3434

Get your Fall Housing
from

LOST: Gold Axcess Welch, broken leather
band Cal 2-5754

New members are welcome!

A to Z Dels Center
Helping you meet al your typing needs
148 S Main 352 5042

GREENBRIAR. INC.

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

No Cover

i

fti\'?«•V

featuring

POE ROAD APTS.

T.O.s Campus Corner
has what it takes
to keep you warm this winter
FEATURING TOP QUALITY
HEAVY WEIGHT SWEATS by

TONIGHT ONLV

-UWlt 25% off

GLASS CITV ALL STARS TOMORROW NIGHTI

CREWNECK HOODED SWEATP.ANTS
Reg. $14.98
Reg. $17.95
Reg. $14.98
NOW $11.23 NOW $13.46 NOW $11.23

BAND UPOflTeS ON BG5

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant.

• NAVY BLUE. BROWN. RED. LIGHT BLUE, and WHITE

215 E. Poe Road
1 bedroom and efficiency apartments
both furnished and unfurnished
9'/j month leas* • from $190/month - 1300/month
12 month lease - from $ 180/month - $28S/month

We offer a full-range
of one & two-bedroom
apt. and houses.

224 E. Wooster

t

352-0717
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Reds* Esasky set at first
CINCINNATI (AP) — Nick Esasky is enjoying
an unusual, comfortable feeling as he prepares for
spring training.
Esasky has been named the Cincinnati Reds'
starting first baseman for 1988, a vast departure
from the last few seasons when his name was most
often His .272 batting average and 22 homers, both
career highs, in 100 games last season have given
him the assurance of a starting role this season,
something he's lacked in recent years.
"I think that I proved I could do the job," Esasky
said. "I feel good about myself after last season. I
know I can do the job and I feel that no one is going
to take it away from me."
Esasky, 27, finally started producing the way the
Reds always thought he could. He suffered a

broken wrist in spring training, when he was hit by
a pitch in an exhibition game. When he recovered,
he played consistently well enough to win back the
starting job at first.
The Reds plan to keep him there this season.
Outfielder Paul O'Neill has been told to bring his
first baseman's mitt to spring training so he can
learn the position as a backup.
"A couple other times I was supposed to be starting when I went into spring training only to have
something happen," Esasky said. "Last year all I
heard was trade talk and then I got injured."
Esasky showed signs of coming around in 1985,
his second full season in the majors.

Motycka
D Continued from page 8.
better Paulette, and a better
everyone else, we do.
"Jackie's extremely valuable but we also have kids that
can make this team a better
one. That way we'll have more
dimensions.
Motycka has shown she has
many dimensions herself.
After scoring many of her
points inside her first two
seasons, she has moved onto
the perimeter some this year,
and it has paid dividends
toward the record and to the
team. BG is 11-4 overall, 4-1 in
the Mid-American Conference.

She has a MAC-best 20.0 ppg
average, and if she were to
average that over the next four
games, she will be crowned
BG's scoring queen against
Eastern Michigan on Feb. 6 in
Anderson Arena.
"I'd like for (the record) to
be broken here in Bowling
Green," Motycka said. "Not
only because the fans would be
here, and people that I know,
but also... because the people
would be more receptive than
if it were to come away."
The BG faithful might be appreciative of Motycka when
she gets the record, but currently they might be somewhat
uphappy with the team, which

is only 4-3 in Anderson Arena
this season.
The most recent home defeat
came a week ago when
Western Michigan ended the
Falcons 21 game MAC winning
streak, one short of Central
Michigan's all-time conference record.
Voll said he would like to get
back on track in the conference against the Bobcats, 7-9,
2-3.
"I have no explanation for
the home record," Voll said.
"We've played well on the
road, but the home base is the
best place to play and we want
to get started."
Tip-off is at 5:30 in Anderson
Arena.

FOR SALE

Assortment ot
Apartments, Houses and Duplexes
Available lor Summer a Fall

Classifieds
Continued from page 9.
OSEA
SWEETHEART SEMI FORMAL
Friday February 12 1988
Dinner Bullet-Dance
'Members may purchase tickets in Ed BMg
Wad Jan. 27-Tuee Fab 2
P-M'l • M-0
GelPsycned'
Inspiration Week 1988
We k>«e our Ph*1
P-H-l • M'U

Female rmte. nonsmoking ft studius. lor lalspring semesters 1988-89. Near campus
Phone 372 4118
FEMALE ROOMMATE
OWN BEDROOM NONSMOKING $86 MONTH
363-2529

Senior Phi Eta Sigma Members
You may be eligible tor one ot nine $2000
scholarships' It you plan to enter graduate
school «i me Fan ol 1988 Contact Mike
Drabenstotl at 372-5526 or baa Snoddy at
3539811 Deadline March 1

Male or Female Roommate wanted Quiet and
ol town with plenty to ofter Roommate moved
out unanounced Cal Jim 354-0080
Need Female Students
To Fill Apartments Now
Phone 352-7365

Senior Portraits Now!
Senior Portraits Now!
Senior Portraits Now!

RUSH
Alpha Sigma Phi
The Premier Fraternity

Roommate wanted Nice house, own room,
nice neighborhood $130 a month a utlklies
Call Kathy at 352-2930

SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
Mart. S Katy. Conductor
Friday. January 29
800 PM
Kobecker Hal
FREE

SUBLEASE!!!
One person desperately needed to share a two
bedroom apt with 3 males $125 a mo Heat,
water, sewer, pool, air cond . laundry included
Available immediately Can Steve 353-6611
WANTED
KEYBOARD PLAYER WITH VOCAL EXPERIENCE FOR ROCK BAND PLEASE CALL
JOHN OR BILL
2-5957

"How To Find Your Own Co-op Of IntemsMp" workshop will be held In the Co-op Office. 238 Admin., al 3:00 PM on Tuas.. Fab. 2.

iua.

The Ladies ol Delta Sigma Theta wi be having
rush information Wed Jan 27. 1988at7pmm
the N E Commons lor more information Cal
2-2781

WANTED: ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE
IN TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL 354-2370 ANYTIME.
Wanted Volunteers to tutor children Weos
evenings 6:30-9 00 Free transportation Cal
Kay 352-7534
Young lacty early twenties seeking two mature
roommates, preferably lemale 354-8102

Female rmte needed Spring Semester-Haven
House Free heal $144 a mo 354-6116 or
1-385-1530

Rush Sigma Nu
Coma meat with the beat
Rush Sigma Nu

RUSH
ALPHA SIGS
TO BETTER THE MAN

Rush Delta Sigma Thala
Rush Delta Sigma Thala
Rush Delta Sigma Theta
Wad Jan 27. 1988. 7 PM N E Commons
Rush Delta Sigma Theta
Rush Delta Sigma Theta
THIS WILL BE OUR ONE AND ONLY RUSH"!

Female non-smoking rmmte needed tmmed
Seoo-sem a alec Close to campus
Caf354-4335 a ask for Dawn. Sue or Tracy

Rush Phi Kappa Tau
Jan 28 Sub Night 7 30
Rush Phi Tans
Located between Jerome Library and Rodgers
Courtyard

Phi Kappa Tau Rush
Phi Kappa Tau Rush
RUSH PHI TAUS
REMEMBER ACTIVATION
Express Your Thoughts with
a Card or Git
UTTLE SHOP ■ University Union

Are you looking lor a nice place to stay this
sem 1 What a coincidence! I'm loolung for a
female rmte The Apt is located dose to campus (3rd ft High) So please give ma a call lor
more details. 354-1130

Rush Phi Delta Thala
Ruth Phi Delta Thau
Rush Phi Delta Thala
Rush Phi Delta Thala
Ai the PM D.it. Theta House sot Pike
Tuesday (26th) t Thuraday (28th)
7:30 - 9:00
Rush Phi Delta Thala
Rush Phi Delia Thala
Rush Phi Delta Thala
Rush PM DalU Theta

Wanted to buy Used gas stove 354-5319
WANTED A nonsmoking, reliable female to be
a fourth roommate *i apt. on Frazee with cheap
rant For details Cal Wendy 372-4724

WANTED

'MWP

Brad MrDewtt

HELP WANTED
200 Counselors a Instructors Needed!
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Pann. Lohlkan, PO BOX
234BO, K.nllworth. NJ 07033 (20I-27MS65.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING lot the summer ol 1988'
Need a summer |ob? Why wait til the tost
minute1? We", then, as Yogi Bear says. "Hey.
hey .Its your lucky day'" Our campground.
Yogi Bear's Jetystone Camp Resort, is looking
lor 2 creative, outgoing individuals lo coordinate and direct activities lor a family camping
resort LOCATION Aurora. Ohio 5 miles from
Sea World ol Ohio and Qeauga Lake Park Col
lege Jr or Sr level preferred Experience
preferred but not a must Living faciMies provided. II interested, send resume to Jetystone
Camp Resort. 3392 SR 82, Mantua. Ohio
44255
Are you an RTVF. VCT. or Journalism major interested in a rob in television? Come to WBGU
TVs Training Orientation Meeting January 27th
at 6 PM in the studio at 245 Troup Ava Bring
your schedule
Bike mechanic. Previous ahop experience required ft references Apply at Purcers Bike
Snop 131 W Wooster

8 oo PM

DEADLINE:
BATES:

FOR SALE
MCS 100-watt stereo-audio system Includes
amp, dual cass . turn-table, tuner, and
speakers Call 372-6405, please leave name
and number
FOR SALE ANSWERING MACHINE. $50
(brand new') MICROWAVE $40. MINICASSETTE RECORDER $50 (brand new!)
Please cal immediately if nferested 372-6795
Pioneer receiver & MCS turntable.$100 Call
Andy 354-6704 evenings
Silver 1978 Chevette
$600 Must sen soon
Cal Janet 352-7688
Yamaha PSR-32 Keyboard (only 5 months ok))'
Features Bass. Drums. Preprogrammed Instruments $300 Firm Cal 372-3889

FOR RENT
1 -2 BEDROOM APTS
School Year, Year. Summer Leaaes Available
8 a V Rentals 352-7464
2 bdrm. house lor rent
Close to campus
249 Manvtto
Immed Occup
(216)243-4305 eve

Keyliner Exp part-time position Design a typing skita a plus Send resume to PO Box
9216 Toledo OH 43697
LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer job lined up early' Certilled
lifeguards needed for al shirts It interested,
contact (No Ivtng accomodations) Jetystone
Camp Resort 3392 SR 82 Mantua. OH 44255

SUMMER JOB'
Responsible, organized person needed to
place orders, slock, ft keep inventory ol
grocery Hems, souvenirs, etc lor our busy
campground store Preler an individual with
some background in this area Send resume to:
Jetystone Camp Resortt 3392 S R 82. Mantua. Ohio 44255 No living facilities available for
Iras position

per ad are 65' per line $1.95 mimm
- 50' e*'ro per od for bold type).
Appro*imotely 35-45 spaces per line.

354-2200 or 352-6553

Bull Apti
1470-1480 Clough SI.
Fum. 2-bedroom apt, 9 a 12 mo leases
FREE heal, staler and sewer
Private parking 4 laundry facilities
Newlove Rentals
3S2-S620
320 S. Main
CAMPUS MANOR 2 bdrm fum apartment
available now Al major utikttes paid $370 per
month RE Management 352-9302
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 dough. BIS
2 bedroom furnished apartments
private parking, laundry lacNmes
ALL MAJOR UTILITIES PAID!
RE MANAGEMENT
3524302
Furnished efficiency available Immediately
Only $190 per month and no utilities" Please
contact Teresa or leave message at 3723796
anytime!
Houses & Duplexes lor 88-89 School Year
Steve Smith 352-8917
Houses and Apartments
Close lo campus tor summer 1988
ft 88-89 school year 1 -2673341

2 BEDROOM APT FOR SUBLEASE IM
MEDIATELY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. BANKING
a FAST FOOD CALL ADAM AT 354-0428
601-403 Fifth SI.
Furnished ft untumlshed 2-bedroom apt.
Free heat, water ft eaarer
Prtvate parking ft laundry facilities
S ft 12 month leases
Newlove Rentals

352-5620
32S S. Main

Need Female Students
To FH Apartments Now
Phone 352-7365
NICE 2 AND 3 BDRM HOUSES. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. AVAIL FALL 88. 353-7547 EVES
Quiet I and 2 bedroom units $275 a mo total
year lease $300 a mo tor a 9 month leese
Phone 352-5111 between 10-5
t
Wanted to ahare two bedroom apartment
with one male and one female $100 per month
plus electricity, phone end cable Please Cal
between 9 30 PM and Midnight, weekends
anyhme 353-9613

805 Thuratln
Furnished 2 bedroom Apt.
B month lease. Free water ft sewer
Vary cloee-to-campus
laundry lacllltlea
Newlove Rentals

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Conveniently Located
Large efltciendaa
Al major unities paid

352-5620

RE. MANAGEMENT
352-9302

32B s Main
APARTMENTS FOR RENT, t AND 12 MONTH
LEASES, CALL TIM AT 352-71(2
FOR RENT
1 bedroom apt New lowered fal rales
354-3533 after 1 PM Come aee our model
apt

Two bedroom, 1 1-2 baths
Furnished or unlurniehed
$373 per month

RE. MANAGEMENT

352-9302

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)
$ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

■J;Mai-g«:;»
PUBLISHING

s required for oil non-univers*ty related businesses and individuals.
m

CALL
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

MUST SUBLEASE EFFICIENCY $200 PER
MONTH FURNtSHEO ALL UTILITIES PAID
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY CALL 354-2474

Two days prior to publication. 4p.m.
" [The BG News >s no' responsible fo< postal service delays)

PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4s seized in
drug raids for under $100 00? Call lor facts today 602-837-3401 Ext 299

WEDNESDAY

RESORT HOTELS. Crwaeanes. Airlines ft
Amusement Parks NOW accepting applications
lor summer fobs, internships and career posltiona For information ft application: write National Coftegiate Recreation. PO Box 8074
Halon Head Island. SC 29938

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

1980 TOYOTA TERCEL 2 DR. 5 SPD. NEW
CLUTCH. STRUTS. OVC JOINTS $995
CALL JOHN 354-4618 OR 372-7691

HELP WANTED
HIGH-ENERGY PEOPLE
NEEDED FOR EXCITING POSITIONS HENRY
J'S NIGHT CLUB 1532 S BYRNE AFTER

POSTAL JOBS' $20,064 Start'
Prepare Now' Clerks-Carriers!
Cal for Guaranteed Exam
Workshop (916)944-4444 Ext 2

The BG News

1977 Ponttoc Grand Prix Power steering, windows, brakaa & locks A-C New brakaa A Seers
battery 1 Urea Very Clean Ask $600. Cal
Steve al 354 1764

The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete mlormotion. Please come to
214 West Mall immediately »f there is ori error in your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors m classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions

Unturrittned efficiency tor this semester,
avssabie immediately, very close lo campus
$220 a mo. plus very low utilities 352-1305
Wanted. Male roommate Efficiency Apartment
Must be neat, friendly $500 Chris 372-2069
(leave rnessaoe K not there)

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who ploce advertising m The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose ol this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily emborrossmg to individuals or organizations Coses ol fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

"' .in .it"*.."-

NAME (MINT)

PHONE*.
In Ijftkil. taitruM h-Stehio, hdp intiPi/f ■
Hipolrmriiui i claw rrytrf uh •>■> im»

ADDRESS

Sycamore Square

SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*

New

(For billing purposes only)

Avi.ilul.lt- Fall 1HKH

Please PRINT your od clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle word! you with to appear In bold typo)

kjntars
113 Railroad
354-3977

Classification In which you wish your od to appear:
Campus ft City Ivonts*
_^^_ Lost and Found
tidas
Services Offered
•orsonals

.
.
.
.

Wonted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rani
Valentine

' Campus/City Ivont ods aro pwollshod froo of charge for on* elery lor o non-profit event or meeting only

Date* to appear.
Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Moil)
The BG Newt
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
, Total number of day* to appear.

Phone:

373-2601

I Bedroom Graduate Apartments
Second and Manville
353-0683

Winthrop Terrace Apts,
Save $5 per month on 9 or 12 month
leases signed by March 31
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Fum. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs:Mon-Fri9-7
Sat. 10-4

